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Abetract 
The new Nuclear Phyriu Injector (NPI) approved for con- 

struction in October of 1983 wae completed by September of 
1984, and delivered rhort pulse beama for SPEAR ring check- 
out in mid-October. Long pulse beamr of up to 1.6 microeecond 
length were aleo demonrtrated. The paper deacribea the rtart- 
up operation, review0 the pedormance characterirtiu, and dir- 
cuesee the beam transport optice used to deliver 1 to 4 GeV 
beams to nuclear phyricr experiment8 in End Station A. The 
SLAC Nuclear Phyrice Injector ir in full operation! 

Why NPI? 
How long rhould a linear accelerator be? One might expect 

the response from SLAC to be Yhe longer the better.’ Thir 
ir clearly wrong. A better anawer ir, ‘long enough to reach 
the desired energy.” The reason for this is that while the en- 
ergy achievable increases with length, the maximum current 
within a given energy rpread varies roughly invemely with the 
length. The reaeon for thir ir wake fieldr. ‘Longitudinal wake 
fields, whose effect8 have traditionally been called beam load- 
ing, cause an energy tranrient for one filling time (.8 F at 
SLAC). The magnitude of the transient ie proportional to the 
length of the linac and varies linearly with current but is inde- 
pendent of the number of accelerator oections which are actu- 
ally being used to accelerate the beam. Thur the percentage 
energy spread produced variee inversely with the energy of the 
beam. The tranrient can be reduced by a factor of 10 to 30 by 
an appropriate dirtribution of timer at which the klystrons are 
turned on. 

Transverse, or dipole wake fieldr cause the phenomenon 
known aa Beam Break Up (BBU) in which the traneveme noise 
on the beam ir amplified by induced fieldr in the accelerator 
structure until the trailing end of the beam is lost. The beam 
current threshold at which this occur varien linearly with the 
energy of the beam and inversely with the length of the rtruc- 
ture. 

Dndption 
To ratiefy the needr of the nuclear phyrica community for 

high average currents in the energy range from 1 to 4 GeV at 
a minimum coet, the Nuclear Phyricr Injector’ rhown in Fig. 1 
was installed 600 metem before the output of the 3OOO m accel- 
erator at SLAC. Conceptually the new injector ir identical to 
the old injector built 20 yearn ago. Many engineering improve- 
ments have bean made, including a new electron gun, new gun 
electronics, and of course the new injector is controlled by the 
new SLAC Linear Collider computer control ryrtem. The new 
gun and gun electronice enable III to interlace 2 neec p&s for 
filling the rtorage rings with 100 neec to 4 pet puber from the 
came gun. The gun, Fig. 2, b mounted off the accelerator axir 
at an angle of 105’ with respect to the accelerator axin. The 
beam ia bent onto the accelerator axir by a puhd o-magnet 
which bendr the beam through 255’ which caueea the beam 

‘Work rupported by the Department of Energy, contract DE 
ACO3-76SFOO515. 

Fig. 1. The Nuclear Phyricn Injector (NPI). 

to dercribe a path rimilar to the Greek letter a. With this 
geometry the magnet acta aa a magnetic mirror with the bend 
angle and the porition of the outgoing beam being independent 
of the magnetic field in the magnet over a wide range. In 
practice the magnet field can be varied 25% with only a alight 
change in the tranrmission. Thii makes the,magnet pulser 
&ability very uncritical. 

Fig. 2. The NPI Gun. 

To provide room for the new injector, two of the four 3 m  
accelerator rectionr driven by klystron 25-1 were removed. A 
rpecial 3.1 m  injector rtructure wae mounted roughly in the 
middle of the space made available. This section has a 3 m  
accelerator rection and a separately powered 0.75 c traveling- 
wave buncher. Half the power from klyotron 25-1 driver thb 
oection with power for the buncher provided from a 10 dB 
coupler in the waveguide to the injector accelerator eectidn. 
Figure 3 ie the SLC Control Computer graphice diiplay of the 
Nuclear Phydce Injector. The off+& gun b indicated near the 
middle of the diagram. The beam paeree through two magnetic 
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locked up and the RF eyrtem was checked out and the acceler- 
ator rtructure wee proceeeed to full power. Then the gun and 
gun electronice were inetdled. On September 6 the gun eyatem 
was teated and pubed at full current. 

Since the beam ewitchyard and the rest of the linac were 
not ached&d to be available until early October, a l hort eec- 
tion of beam pipe had been removed and a temporpy beam 
dump installed. The week of September 14 NPI was run for 
the first time. A maximum current of 780 mA was accelerated. 
Figure 4a rhowr the gun and accelerated (35 MeV) current 
pubes on a 100 mA/cm ecale. In Fig. 4b the same signale are 
rhown with higher currents on a 250 mA/cm acaJe. 

On October 13, lQ84, the bmt beam from NPI was deliv- 
ered to the SPEAR rtorage ring. The gun current pulee for 
the SPEAR beam is rhown in Fig. 6. Thii,beam ie seen on 
a Suoreecent screen at SPEAR at the entrance to the storage 
ring in Fig. 8. The beam epot appears to be flat on one ride 
because of a burned spot on the ecreen. NPI has been used 
continuously since then to provide electron beams for SPEAR. 
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Fig. 5. NPI gun current pulse for SPEAR rtorage ring. 
Vertical - 250 mA/cm; horirontal 5 nsec/cm. 
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Fig. 6. SPEAR electron beam from NPI on protIle moni- 
tor at entrance to storage ring. Ream rpot appear flat on 
one ride because of a burned rpot on the amen. 

In December the first operation of NPI for long-pulse high- 
current low-energy (1 to 3.5 GeV) was attempted. At 6nt 
the current which could be obtained wu lhlted by exceesive 
beam loss after 100 m. The protection long ion chamber for the 
accelerator llmlted the peak current we could deliver to the exx- 

pcrlmental area to about 35 mA. During the IO-day shutdown 
for Christmu and New Years a 1 cm diameter collimator was 
inrtalled right after the injector to scrape off beam halo. In 
addition, a new optiu was developed which reduced the d- 
mittance of, the first 26 m  of acceleration 10 that halo would 
be acraped off at low energy. With these changes beam loss in 
the accelerator was no longer a problem. 

During January the new injector performed very well for 
N.E.-3: the 6nt nuclear physics experiment to run at SLAC. 
Reams were provided in the energy range from 2.5 to 3.5 GeV 
with typical currents of 25 to 60 mA, and pulse lengths of 1.4 
to 1.5 m  in a 0.75% FWHM energy spectrum. The highest 
current achieved wu 67 mA averaged over a 1.6 w pulse. 

Pature Improvementr 
There are three eignificant changes remaining to be done 

which will improve the beam for nuclear physics at SLAC. Roth 
of these are part of the linear collider improvements. The first, 
which will be implemented this summer, will give the opera- 
ton control of the timing of each klystron on the accelerator. 
This will enable the NPI operator to correct very precisely for 
the beam loading energy transient by turning on individual 
klystrons late. Thus the operator will be able to prevent the 
energy from falling due to beam induced waves by turning on 
more klystrons progressively. For SLAC the smallest group 
of klystrons which can be timed remotely is eight. This is 
much too large an increment for the NPI beams. The second 
improvement will be changing the klystrons and klystron mod- 
ulators to increase the RF pulse from 2.5 to 5.0 qec. Since 
about 1 WC of the RF pulse is lost due to the filling time, dou- 
bling the RF pulse width will increase the usable beam pulse 
from 1.5 WC to 4 pet. The lad SLC modification which 
will help nuclear physics beams will be the installation of eight 
quads in each 100 m  instead of the present two. This strength- 
ens the focusing enough to raise the BBU threshold by a factor 
of 1.5 to 2. These three changes should make possible 100 mA 
pulses 4 WC long at 120 pps as compared with the present 
60 mA, 1.5 w at 180 pp. Thus average currents of 48 PA 
should be achievable. At present we can achieve about 16 pA. 
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